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ABSTRACT

This report describes the activities of the University of Illinois Experimental High
Energy Physics Group. The physicists in the University of Illinois High Energy Physics Group
are engaged in a wide variety of experiments at current and future accelerator laboratories.
These include:

1) The CDF experiment at the Fermilab Tevetron pbar-p collider.

2) Design and developmental work for the SDC group at SSCL.

3) Experiments at the wide band photon beam at Fermilab.

4) The SLD experiment at SLAC and design studies for a tau-charm factory.

5) CP violation experiments at Fermilab.

6) The HiRes cosmic ray experiment at Dugway Proving Grounds, Utah

7) Computational facilities.

8) Electronics systems development.

Many of the University of Illinois physicists collaborate on several experiments with
different colleagues and outside groups in order to make up teams that will allow
them to study the physics in which they are interested. In this sense, and in the sharing of
common equipment and facilities, the University of Illinois physicists constitute one large
group.



Colliding Beam Studies at Fermilab

Leland E. Holloway
p

Scientific and Professional Staff:
D. Errede, S. Errede, L. Holloway, D. Kardelis, R. Keup,

T. LeCompte, T. Liss, C. Luchini, A. Martin,
V. Simaitis, R. Swartz, M. Vondracek, in collaboration

with physicists of the Collider Detector Group

OVERVIEW

The Collider Detector at Fermilab (CDF) is a multipurpose detector used in
studying proton anti-proton collisions at the Fermilab Tevatron Collider. The
center of mass energy of the p p-bar system is 1.8 TeV.

The Illinois group has primary responsibility for the central muon, the
central drift tubes, and the central muon upgrade systems, their associated
readout and trigger electronics, offline calibration and analysis software. The
Illinois group is currently installing the CDF muon upgrade drift chambers to be
used in the next CDF run IA. We are finishing several analyses using the data
acquired in the 1988-1989 collider.

THE CENTRAL MUON SYSTEM

The purpose of this system is to provide precise position measurements of
muons which penetrate the central electromagnetic and hadron calorimeters and
to provide a signal suitable for triggering on potentially interesting events
containing muons. One hundred forty four modules containing a total of 2304 drift
channels were fabricated, tested, and installed into the CDF. The performance of
the central muon chambers during the 1989 CDF run was excellent.

The level one and level two single and dimuon trigger electronics for the
central muon system were successfully operated during the 88-89 collider run,
providing trigger signals for readout of the whole CDF detector. The level two
t_igger matches, at the hardware level, muon "stubs" with stiff tracks found in
the central tracking chamber. By making a cut on the stiffness of these tracks, we
can suppress the number of low-PT background muons that have managed to
pass the level one trigger due to multiple scattering.

A significant amount of work has been done on offline calibration, track
reconstruction, track matching and trigger simulation programs. Identification
of muons is made by matching tracks in the central tracking chamber and
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looking for signals in the central electromagnetic and hadronic calorimeters
which are consistent with minimum-ionizing particles. Analysis of the data

from the 1989 CDF run show that the central muon system is operating according
to design.

THE CENTRAL DRIFT TUBE ARRAY

An array of 2016 drift tubes organized in three close-packed layers
surrounding the central tracking chamber has been designed, fabricated and
installed in CDF. The purposes of this detector component are to aid in offline
track reconstruction, by providing 3D information at a radius of 1.4m, and to
augment the ultimate offline momentum resolution by 10% (important for high-
PT tracks).

Each element of the CDT array consists of a thin-walled cold-drawn
stainless steel tube 12.7 mm in diameter x 3.0 long, operated in the limited
streamer mode. The electronics readout is identical to that of the central muon

chambers. Both drift timing and charge division are measured. Calibration of the
array is achieved via Fe55 sources embedded at the ends of each tube and with
collision data. The Z-resolution from charge division is measured to be 0.1% L.

A Level-1 trigger system tbr the CDT array has been designed and installed.
This programmable electronics system enables versatile triggering on individual
tubes for Fe-55 source calibration, or multiple tubes for single and multiple
cosmic ray events and collisions. With the CDT Level-1 trigger used as a Level-0
pre-trigger for CDF, low charged multiplicity events from rare processes
occurring in 1.8 TeV collisions can be retained in the data stream. In addition, by
scaling the counting rates from individual sub-sections and the global counting
rate of the CDT array from outputs from the Level-1 trigger cards, the CDT array
is able to be used as a 90 degree luminosity monitor.

Photon conversions in the outer skin of the Central Tracking Chamber and
in the CDT tubes can be observed. A measurement of direct photon production via
QCD processes has been measured using this procedure.

THE CDF MUON UPGRADE

In collaboration with Harvard University and The University of Tsukuba
we are building an upgrade to the CDF muon detection system. The project was
approved by the Fermilab PAC in 1989.

The upgrade consists of two parts, the Central Upgrade and the Central
Extension. The Central Extension will extend the muon coverage out to zenith
angles of 45 degrees with respect to both the proton and anti-proton directions (the
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present Central Muon system covers out to 56 degrees) giving us an
approximately 40% increase in acceptance for W_gv events and approximately a
factor of two increase in acceptance for high mass dimuons from all sources,
including top production. The Central Upgrade, which is being built at the
University of Illinois, consists of adding an additional 60cm of steel behind the
current Central Muon system followed by a second set of muon chambers. This
additional absorber and second set of muon chambers will reduce the hadronic
contamination of the muon signal by a factor of 20. This will allow us to keep
trigger thresholds constant as the luminosity of the Tevatron increases over the
next several runs. In addition, there is a significant impact on the offline
analysis of muons where the background t¥om non-interacting hadrons is
virtually indistinguishable from a true muon signal. The level of this background
is directly related to the sensitivity to rare physics processes involving muons.

The Central Upgrade consists of 858 21 foot long drift chambers each 1 inch
by 6 inches in cross section. The chambers will be arrayed in 4 half-cell staggered
layer3 outside the additional steel and will provide a track segment to be matched
to the track segment in the inner muon chambers. The total area covered by the
Central Upgrade is over 2000 square feet.

Because of the 6 to 1 aspect ratio of the chambers, it is necessary to shape
the electric field by using graded potential strips. This is done by inserting, into
the chambers, a 21 foot long "circuit board" into which the potential strip pattern
has been cut. The circuit board potential strip pattern is made entirely here at
Illinois, starting with 50 foot rolls of a 20mil thick copper clad fiberglass (similar
to G-10) material called Glasteel. The Glasteel is first cut to the appropriate width
(to +_.002 inches !) using a diamond wheel cutter made by our machinist, then
cleaned, deburred, cut to chamber lengths and high voltage tested (it will have to
hold a maximum of 3kV). Finally, a 1 inch strip at one end is first nickel, then
gold plated (for good electrical contact with the chamber endplate which provides
the 8 different voltages) and the material is run through a scoring machine (also
made by our machinist) which uses precisely held exacto blades to score lines
along the length of the copper surface. Once the lines have been scored, the
unwanted copper material can be simply peeled away by hand, leaving the desired
potential strip pattern. Over 14 miles of Glasteel, including material for both the
Central Upgrade and Central Extension has now been processed and tested here
at Illinois.

After a full year of prototype testing, we began processing the Glasteel
material in January of 1990. Chamber production began in earnest in the early
summer of 1990, shortly after our extrusions arrived, and our last chamber to be
installed for the coming run was passed through the test stand in April of 1991.
The Central Upgrade which was originally approved, and which we have just
finished building, leaves some holes in the phi coverage, primarily between the
magnet return yoke pieces on the top and bottom of the detector. When we first
proposed the upgrade those areas were "off limits" because of cabling to the
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central calorimeter and cooling air for the calorimeter electronics. The muon
upgrade has now taken on an increased importance within the collaboration
because people have begun to realize the impressive physics potential of a fully
upgraded muon system, and because of the ever increasing luminosity goals of
the Tevatron which necessitates further reductions in the trigger cross section.

We are now working on a design for filling these previously "off limits" gaps and
have just begun construction of additional chambers to complete the coverage for
the scheduled 1993 run.

The implementation of the muon upgrade for the CDF detector will have a
profound impact on both the quality and the type of physics done at CDF. In
conjunction with the silicon vertex detector, which will also be in place for the
next run,CDF will have a powerful detector with which to do heavy flavor physics.
The upgraded muon system will be able to trigger on dimuons with transverse
momenta as low as 1.8 GeV/c and on inclusive single muons with transverse
momentum above 6 GeV/c. Together with an offline displaced vertex cut, we
expect to be able to extract a rather clean b sample from both the single and
dimuon triggers. Physics goals for the next run include measurement of the Bs
mass through the decay Bs _ _, _K+K-. Ratio of the production cross sections
Bs/Bd which, together with a measurement of the combined mixing of B d and B_s
will allow an extraction of the mixing rate for Bs alone (note that e+e" mixing
results at the upsilon(4s) measure Bd mixing alone), rare decay modes of Bs,
lifetime measurements of Bs etc. Certainly one must not forget that the enhanced
muon system together with the silicon vertex detector will also give us an
excellent handle for finding the top quark should its mass be accessible at the
Tevatron. Since the standard model top quark (which we now know to be heavier
than 90 GeV) decays to a W and a b quark, we can tag these decays by looking for a
high transverse momentum muon and a .iisplaced vertex from the b decay. For
all of these topics and more, we are increasing our acceptance with the upgraded
muon system and at the same time improving our efficiency for identifying the
events with the vertex detector.

The construction of the CDF muon upgrade chambers which began in late
1989 was completed in mid-1991. In early 1991, while we were still building
chambers at the University of Illinois, we began installation of the chambers at
CDF. The installation of the chambers occurred in stages and was completed in
March of 1992. In addition to this, a large portion of the muon trigger electronics
was built here at Illinois and this was installed and tested in November and
December of 1991.

At the present time we are extremely busy comissioning the new chambers.
This activity includes debugging the electronics, integrating the readout into the
CDF data acquisition system and taking cosmic ray data with the entire detector.
In the cosmic ray data taken so far, the performance of our new chambers has
been excellent. We are anticipating an exciting run at the Tevatron Collider.
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PHYSICS RESULTS

The physics results from the 1989 data arising from central muon triggers
are significant. Thus far, we have a data sample of six hundred W _ _t v
candidates, 150 Z-, _+ _- candidates, several thousand low-mass dimuons, a
strong signal for JAg _ _+ _- is observed as well as upsilon production in 1.8 TeV
collisions. The low-mass Drell-Yan muon pairs are of interest for small-x
physics; like-sign and opposite-sign di-leptons contain information relevant to BB
mixing. In addition, we are also searching for evidence of the top quark, via their
semi-leptonic decays. The CDF lower bound on the mass of the top quark at the
present stage of the analysis is 91 GeV/c 2.

The analysis of the data is proceeding well. Attention is focused on the
physics signals associated with muons and electrons in the central region.
Among the current topics being studied by Illinois PhD students are:

1) Measurement of Drell-Yan production of di-muon pairs.
(Victor Scarpine. Publication in progress.)

2) A study of photons associated with di-muon events.
(Chris Luchini. Work in progress.)

3) The ratio of W to Z production cross sections.
(Ray Schwartz. Work in progress.)

4) Z production at _s = 1.8 TeV
(David Kardelis. Work in progress)

PUBLICATIONS

"The Dijet Angular Distribution at _s = 1.8 TEV," F. Abe et al., The CDF
Collaboration, submitted to Phys. Rev. Lett.

"Limits on the Production of Massive Stable Charged Particles," F. Abe et al., The
CDF Collaboration, submitted to Phys. Rev. D, Rapid Communications.

"A Measurement of Jet Shapes in _p Collisions at _-s = 1.8 Tev," F. Abe et al., The
CDF Collaboration, to be submitted to Phys. Rev. Lett.

"Limit on the Rare Decay W+ -, Y+ _+ in p_ Collisions at _-s = 1.8 TEV," F. Abe et
al., The CDF Collaboration, submitted to Phys. Rev. Lett.
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"A Measurement of the Bottom Quark Production in 1.8-TEV Proton-Antiproton
Collisions using Semileptonic Decay Electrons," F. Abe et al., The CDF
Collaboration, submitted to Phys. Rev. Lett.

"A Measurement of the Production and Muonic Decay Rate of W and Z Bosons in
p_ Collisions at _s = 1.8 TEV," F. Abe et al., The CDF Collaboration, submitted to
Phys. Rev. Lett., February 25, 1992. FERMILAB-PUB-92/69-E.

"Measurement of the Isolated Prompt Photon Cross Section Measurement in p_
Collisions at _s = 1.8 TEV," F. Abe et al., The CDF Collaboration, submitted to
Phys. Rev. Lett., February 3, 1992. FEMILAB-PUB-92/31-E.

"A Measurement of the B Meson and b Quark Cross Section at _ = 1.8 TeV Using
the Exclusive Decay B+-_J/_ K+-," F. Abe et al., The CDF Collaboration,
submitted to Phys. Rev. Lett., January 24, 1992. FERMILAB-PUB-92/21-E.

"A Limit on the Top Quark Mass from Proton-Antiproton Collisions at _= 1800
GEV," F. Abe et al., the CDF Collaboration, submitted to Phys. Rev. D., December
19, 1991. FERMILAB-PUB-91/352-E.

"A Search for New Gauge Bosons in _p Collisions at _-s = 1.8 TEV," F. Abe et al.,
the CDF Collaboration, Phys. Rev. Lett. 68, 1463 (1992). FERMILAB-PUB-91/327-E.

"Properties of Events with_Large Total Transverse Energy Produced in Proton-
Antiproton Collisions at _]s = 1.8 TEV," F. Abe et al., The CDt_ Collaboration,
Phys. Rev. D. 45, 2249 (1992). FERMILAB-PUB-91/283-E.

"Search for Squarks and Gluinos from p_ Collisions at _s = 1.8 TEV," F. Abe et
al., The CDF Collaboration, submitted to Phys. Rev. Lett.

"A Lower Limit on the Top Quark Mass from Events with Two Leptons in p_
Collisions at _]-s = 1.8 TEV," F. Abe et al., The CDF Collaboration, Phys. Rev. Lett.
68,447 (1992).

"Measurement of the Ratio sigma.B(W _ xv)/(_.B(W _ ev) in p_ Collisions at _s =
1.8 TeV, as a Test of Lepton Universality," F. Abe et al., The CDF Collaboration,
submitted to Phys' Rev. Lett., December 23, 1991. FERMILAB-PUB-91/356-E.

"Measurement of B ° B° Mixing at the Fermilab Tevatron Collider," F. Abe et al.,
The CDF Collaboration, Phys. Rev. Lett. 67, 3351 (1991). Fermilab PUB-91/201-E.

"Search for W' _ ev and W' _ _tv in _p Collisions at _s = 1.8 TEV," F. Abe et al.,
The CDF Collaboration, Phys. Rev. Lett. 67, 2609 (1991). Fermilab PUB-91/208-E.

"Inclusive Jet Cross Section in pp Collisions at _s = 1.8 TEV," F. Abe et al., The
CDF Collaboration, to be submitted to Phys. Rev. D.
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/'Inclusive Jet Cross Section in p_ Collisions at _ = 1.8 TEV," F. Abe et al., The
CDF Collaboration, Phys. Rev. Lett. 68, 1104 (1992). Fermilab-PUB-91/231-E.

"Topology of Three Jet Events in _p Collisions at _ = 1.8 TEV," F. Abe et al., The
CDF Collaboration, Phys. Rev. D 45, 1448 (1992). Fermilab-PUB-91/181-E.

"Lepton Asymmetry in W Decays from _p Collisions at _-_ = 1.8 Tev," F. Abe et al.,
the CDF Collaboration, Phys. Rev. Lett. 68, 1458 (1992). FERMILAB-PUB-
91/263-E.

"Measurement of the e+e - Invariant Mass Distribution in _p Collisions at _s = 1.8
TEV," F. Abe et al., the CDF Collaboration, Phys. Rev Lett. 67, 2418 (1991).
Fermilab PUB-91/169-E.

_ ,

"Measurement of the Z PT Distribution in pp Collisions at _ = 1.8 'PEV," F. Abe
et al., The CDF Collaboration, Phys. Rev. Lett. 67, 2937 (1991). Fermilab PUB-
91/199-E.

"Measurement of the W Boson PW Distribution in _p Collisions at (_ = 1.8 TEV,"
F. Abe et al., Phys. Rev. Lett. 66, 2951 (1991). Fermilab-PUB-91/33-E

"A Measurement of sigma(W -o ev) and o(Z 0 --, e+e -) in _p Collisions at _S-= 1800
GEV," F. Abe et al., Phys. Rev. D 44, 29 (1991). Fermilab-PUB-90/229-E.

"A Determination of sin 2 0W from the Forward-Backward Asymmetry in p_ -_
Z°X _ e+e'X Interactions at _s = 1.8 TEV," F. Abe et al., Phys. Rev. Lett. 67, 1502
(1991). Fermilab-PUB-91/135-E.

"Measurement of QCD Jet Broadening in _p Collisions at _s = 1.8 TEV," F. Abe et
al., Phys. Rev. D 44, 601 (1991). Fermilab PUB-91/23-E.

"Top Quark Search in the Electron + Jets Channel in Proton-Antiproton
Collisions at _s= 1.8 TEV," F. Abe et al., Phys. Rev. D. 43, 664 (1991).

"A Measurement of the W Boson Mass in 1.8 TeV _p Collisions," F. Abe et al.,
Phys. Rev. D. 43, 2070 (1991).

CONFERENCE PROCEEDINGS AND TALKS

, "Search for the Ab Baryon at CDF," The CDF Collaboration, A. Gauthier,
published Proceedings XXVIIth Rencontres de Moriond, QCD and High Energy
Hadronic Interactions, Les Arcs, Savoie, France, March 22-28, 1992.
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"The Search for Top at CDF," The CDF Collaboration, T. Liss, published
Proceedings Particles and Fields '91, University of Vancouver, Vancouver,
British Columbia, Canada, August 18-22, 1991. FERMILAB-CONF-91/253-E.
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Superconducting Supercollider
Detector R & D

S. Errede, J. Thaler, and J. Wiss

Scientific and Professional Staff:
S. Errede_ R. Gardner, E. Golin, M. Haney

E. Hughes, D. Knapp, J. Thaler, G. Tharakan

TASK SUMMARY

Our SSC work has been supported by the SSC R&D budget, first for generic,
then subsystem, and now SDC detector R&D. Our group is a member of the SDC
collaboration, working on two parts of the detector: the data acquisition and muon
subsystems. We plan to begin to allocate some of our HEP grant money to this
work in 1993. We receive support for some related work from the TNRLC.

PROJECT DESCRIPTIONS

A: DAQ subsystem studies:

We have been working on the desigaa of the SDC data acquisition (DAQ)
system. While our effort has been focussed on the interface (the "data collection
chip", or DCC) between the DAQ and the subsystem specific front end electronics,
we have also kept our eye on the larger issues of system integration and the
design environment. One goal is to determine the extent to which it is possible to
use a single design for as many of the different SDC front ends as possible.
Another goal is to demonstrate that it is possible to start with an abstract model of
a system and carry it all the way to hardware fabrication. This approach has not
yet been taken in high energy physics. Many of our ideas have been incorporated
into the DAQ portion of the SDC's EoI, LoI and TDR documents.

We feel that the time scale for SSC detector construction allows us to

incorporate ideas from outside the HEP community. To this end, we have formed
a collaboration with computer scientists (also from Illinois) who have expertise in
computer aided engineering (CAE) and visual programming. The collaborative
part of our work is supported by the TNRLC, but it is closely enough related to the
DOE work that we will describe it briefly here.

The TNRLC supported project is directed at creating a visual VHDL
(vVHDL) programming environment. Such an environment will allow designers
to draw a picture of the system in much the same way that a PCB designer draws
a schematic diagram of the electronic circuit. Computer software turns this
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schematic into a PCB layout suitable for construction, Our vVHDL environment
will do the same for the larger scale DAQ designs that the SDC will produce. The
vVHDL environment is desirable, because VHDL is a difficult language, although

a powerful one (the only one suitable for SDC DAQ design). By giving the
engineers a visual environment similar to the one they already use, the speed and
accuracy of design will be increased. Also, by encouraging the use of VHDL,
which is the language used for the behavioral modeling, we will increase our

, confidence that the DAQ that is eventually built will behave as expected.
|

! B: SDC Muon Subsystem Studies:

J
I We have been actively involved in the design of the barrel, intermediate and

forward muon subsystems for the SDC detector. Our efforts have focussed
primarily on design issues and detailed studies associated with the online and

| offiine physics performance of the SDC muon subsystems, such as requirements
| for the number and deployment of drift chamber layers, in order to
" obtain/maintain reasonable momentum resolution for muons while
i
I simultaneously attempting to minimize overall cost and complexity. Our work
•_ has been documented in a series of SDC notes, totalling approximately 25 such

notes to date, and has been used in the muon portion(s) of the SDC's EoI, LoI and

I TDR documents.

GOALS AND MAJOR RESULTS TO DATE

A: DAQ subsystem studies:

Two graduate students are supported by SDC R&D to work on the DCC. One
has been working on behavioral (ie. functional) models which are needed in order
to study the response of the DCC to varying data loads. We have obtained

i preliminary results, but a better understanding is needed before we build physical

prototypes. Our studies have shown that data correlations have a significant
effect on performance. Thus reliable DAQ design needs to take this effect into

account.

i The other graduate student has extended the behavioral DCC model to
create the beginning of a real structural (ie, physical) design. We have completed
the first pass through a novel design which uses adaptive queues to solve many of

i the problems that the DCC must face.
We recently demonstrated our first working version of the vVHDL

environment to a group of physicists at the SSCL. The response was positive and

encouraging. We plan to use this environment to simplify the SDC R&D work
described above.
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B: SDC Muon Subsystem Studies:

We have carried out detailed Monte Carlo simulation studies of acceptance,
momentum and mass resolution, and charge sign measurement capabilities for
various benchmark muon physics processes anticipated at the SSC, such as the
production and decay of W -_v, Z --, _+_-, the production and decay of heavy
gauge bosons W' -_ _tv and Z' -_ _+_-', ZZ pairs _ 4 _, Higgs -_ ZZ -_ 4 _t, TT
W:b, W-bb, and BB-_ 1 _ + X production and decay.

We have also made detailed studies of muon chamber alignment
require_,ents, the physics impact of various types of misalignments. We have
carried out detailed studies of matching muon track segments with e.g. tracks
from the inner cracking system for the barrel and forward muon subsystems, in
order to maximize the robustness of the c'. _ign of the muon subsystem_ :[or each of
these regions_ in terms of pattern recognition capabilities, both at the t:cigger and
offiine data analysis level.

We have carried out detailed Monte Carlo simulation studies of the

performance of various candidate Level-1 muon trigger schemes, for inclusive
single muons and also for muons from benchmark physics processes as
mentioned above. The Monte Carlo simulations consist of the event generation,
detailed transport of muons through various magnetic field regions (solenoid,
return flux and toroid(s)), muon interactions (MCS, delta-rays & bremm) in
traversing the various materials of the SDC detector, and detailed transport
through the barrel, intermediate and/or forward mucn subsystems, generating
simulated raw data. The raw muon data is then passed through Verilog and
more recently, VHDL simulation(s) of candidate Level-1 muon trigger schemes, to
obtain e.g. trigger efficiencies vs. muon Pt and overall Level-1 trigger rates. This
effort is in the process of continuous evolution as the design of the SDC muon
subsystem(s) evolve with time. In the near future we hope to begin work on
detailed simulations of candidate Level-2 muon trigger schemes, such as
combining refined muon stub information from the Level-1 muon trigger with
that from prompt track trigger information from the inner tracking system(s).
Ultimately we intend to carry out studies involving the detailed simulation of the
entire pipeline and DAQ system for the SDC muon subsystem(s), including
Level-3.

SDC MUON TEST BEAM STUDIES

We have also been heavily involved in Fermilab experiment T-816, the study
of high energy muons (50-750 GeV) traversing matter. The purpose of this
experiment was to determine the fraction of "clean" muons exiting a 1-m length of
magnetizable steel, and to measure the various properties of secondary particles
(mostly delta-rays, bremm and e+e - pairs) produced by muon interactions in
traversing this amount of material. In this way, explicit measurements of these
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processes could be compared with detailed simulations of the same, with the hope
of optimizing the overall performance and robustness of the design of the SDC
muon subsystem(s). Illinois was responsible for setting up, making operational
the Fastbus-based VAX-3500 online data acquisition system and the trigger
electronics. We had an extremely successful data-taking run during the last fixed
target running period at Fermilab, and are currently in the process of analyzing
the data taken with this apparatus. We hope to publish several papers from this
experiment, and will be presenting results from this experiment at various
conferences in the near future. Preliminary results have already been presented
internally at various SDC collaboration meetings.

PUBLICATIONS

The following papers were written by our SSC DAQ design group. This
work, is supported partially by our DOE grant and partly by the TNRLC.

We issued Eric Hoffmann's thesis as a Department of Computer Science
technical report:

E. B. Hoffmann, Implementation of an Incremental CAD Environment, Report
#UIUCDCS-R-92-1718, Department of Computer Science, University of Illinois at
Urbana-Champaign, January 1992.

In addition, five papers describing aspects of our work were accepted for
publicatior or presentation during 1991"

L. G. Jones, "An Incremental Zero/Integer-Delay Switch-Level Simulation
Environment," IEEE Transactions on Computer-Aided Design of Integrated
Circuits and Systems, accepted for publication.

K. P. Smith, and L. G. Jones, "Efficient Maintenance of Consistency in Derived
Data Using Join Numbers," Journal of Computer and Software Engineering,
accepted fbr publication.

E. Hughes, G. Tharakan, R. Downing, M. Haney, E. Golin, L. Jones, D. Knapp,
J. Thaler, "Modeling and Simulation of the SDC Data Collection Chip," IEEE
Transactions on Nuclear Science, 39, 139(1992).

L. G. Jones, "Exploiting Hierarchy in a CaChe-Based Switch-Level Simulator", to
be presented at the 1992 European Design Automation Conference, Brussels,
Belgium, March 1992.

E. J. Golin, S. Danz, S. Larison and D. Miller-Karlow, "Palette: an Extensible
Visual Editor," Proceedings of the 1992 ACM/SIGAPP Symposium on Applied
Computing, (March 1992), pp. 1208-1216.
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One invited talk was written up as a technical report:

Robert Downing, "Electrical Engineering Standards for the NExt Generation of
High Energy Physics Experiments," UIUC-HEPG-91-82, presented at the
Conference on Electronics for Future Colliders, May, 1991.
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Neutral Beams at Fermilab

James E. Wiss

Scientific and Professional Staff'.
J. Wiss, R. W. Gardner, R. Culbertson, R. Greene

OVERVIEW

E687 represents a collaboration between the University of Illinois, and other
groups from the United States and Italy. This experiment, a continuation of our
neutral beam efforts at Fermilab dating from 1972, studies high energy
photoproduction at _ 200 GeV with an emphasis on the photoproduction of
charmed particles.

, .

E687 is a multiparticle magnetic spectrometer with excellent particle
identification, calorimetric, and lifetime tagging capabilities. Lifetime tagging is
provided by a fine pitch silicon microstrip detector which offers a proper time
resolution of about 0.045 picoseconds for charm particles -- roughly 1/10 the DO
lifetime. Charged particle identification is provided by a Cerenkov system which
consists of three -- 100 cell Cerenkov counters The spectrometer features fine
grain electromagnetic shower calorimetry and an extensive array of muon
counters shielded against hadron punch through by steel walls. A complete
description of the E687 detector can be found in Reference (5).

The University of Illinois group has played a significant role in all aspects
of E687 including the construction of one of our three Cerenkov counters, the
construction of several components of the data acquisition system, and
contributions to the E687 trigger hardware. Our major contribution to the
experiment has been in the area of software development and data analysis.
Contributions to the experimental data reduction software including the
algorithms for Cerenkov identification of charged particles, the programs for the
identification and measurement of neutral Vees, magnetic field tracing and
chamber alignment, the vertex finder used to tag charm particles, and many of
the routines to reduce our huge data samples down to a manageable size by
skimming off event_ containing charm. The University of Illinois contributions to
the (published) E687 data analysis effort include, studies of the performance of the
E687 spectrometer(5), measurements of the DO & D+ lifetimes(2), new
measurements of Cabibbo suppressed branching ratios(3), and amplitude
analyses(4) of the decay mode Do _ _o n+n- and Do -_ K°K+K-. We also wrote and
maintain the experiment's Monte Carlo program.

In 1988 we concluded our first major data run of the experiment in which
80 million photo-hadronic triggers were recorded. The analysis of this data is
essentially complete and we have published results on a sample of about 10,000
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fully reconstructed charm particle decays. Our second data run of the
experiment was completed in early 1991 in which 525 million triggers recorded
resulting in an anticipated fully reconstructed charm sample of about 100,000-
150,000 fully reconstructed charm particles. Approximately 1/2 of this new data
has been processed to date, and approximately 20% of the new data has been
disseminated to collaborating institutions and is actively being analyzed at the
University of Illinois and the other E687 collaborating institutions.

1991 ACCOMPLISHMENTS

After completing the 1991 run, our efforts within the last year have been
divided between helping with the processing and certification of the new data, and
data analysis efforts on both the old data and incoming data. The processing and
certification activities include help with managing data reduction production on
the FNAL Unix farm, and performing many studies on the integrity of the new
data using a data monitoring package written here, which checks
geometry,detector performance, and charm signals for each data tape. We have
used these studies of detector performance to upgrade the E687 Monte Carlo to
accurately simulate 1990/91 data as well as 1987/88 data.

We recently initiated an effort to skim much of the newly processed E687
data on the University of Illinois Vax cluster in order to provide an influx of new
data which was discussed at the recent APS meeting(S). About 1.5 times our
previous charm sample was skimmed from the new data on to summary tapes at
the University of Illinois and distributed to the other twelve E687 collaborating
institutions. This new data has dramatically increased our charm yield, our
sensitivity to Do-Do mixing, our ability to observe new charmed baryon states,
and significantly extended our studies of charm semileptonic decays.

E687 has made substantial progress in data analysis since 1991. Our
analysis of charm lifetime evolution has resulted in new published
measurements of the charm particle lifetimes(2) which complements our
previous measurements(1). These measurements are summarized below:

E687 Charm Particle Lifetimes

E687 x (ps) 1990 PDG

Do .42 _+.011 + .007 .42 + .01

D + 1.075 +.040 ± .018 1.062 +_.028

D + .50 _+.06 + .03 .445 (+ .035- .029)
+

Ac .20 + .03+ .03 .19 (+ .017--.013)
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We have also obtained new limits on Do- D-o mixing(6). With the inclusion
of _ 13% of the new data we announced (s) a new world mixing limit of:

D*+ _ Do n+ -_ I_o _+
< 0.0034 (90% CL)r--

D*+ _ Do_+

At present our mixing limit is falling inversely proportional to the size of our
charm sample and we may be able to reach r = 5 × 10 -4 on the basis of our complete
data set. This value lies in the range expected by Colangelo, Nardulli, and Paver
(Phys Lett. B242 (1990) 691) who include dispersive, long distance contributions to
real part of AM.

We have begun an investigation of fully hadronic and semileptonic charm
decays. Branching ratio's have been presented(3,4, 7) on the following Cabibbo
suppressed hadronic decays:

Branching Ratios

, i

E687

Do n+_-n+n'/K-n+_-n + .11 _+.024 _+.008 .096 + .018 +_.0077 .102 + .013 c

D° K+K-/K-u + .14 +_.03 _+.01 .119_+ .018P .122 _+.018 _+.012 m
u

Do Ko K+K'/Kou+u" .20 +_.05 _+.04 .20 -+.05P .170 +_.022a
,

Do K o O/Ko n+u" .13 -+.06 +_.02 .155 -+.033 a .163 + .023 ci

m

DO K°(K+K-)non__/K° n+'_" .11 _+.04_+ .03 .084_+ .02a .12 +_.032P
+

Ds On+u'u+/¢u + .58 _+.20 _+.10 .42 +_.137 1.11 _+.37 _+.28a
a ARGUS c CLEO m MARK3 7E691 P Parti¢'.le Data Group

o

Coml_lete amplitude analyses have been presented for the decay(4) D o _ K s
n+n" and Ds _ K+K-u + and D + --+ K-n+n +. Preliminary work is underway for the
Do _ K-non+ Dalitz analysis which represents the first physics we've performed
with the rebuilt E687 electromagnetic calorimeter. Our collaborators have+
performed analyses of the D s -_ K+K-_ + Dalitz plot. In all cases investigated so
far, we find significant structure in the Dalitz plot indicating considerable
resonance production. We hope to extend this work to other accessible charm
meson final states and ultimately hope that such information can be use to test
models for hadronic charm decays such as the Bauer, Stech, and Wirbel model
(Z. Phys. C34 (1987) 103).
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We recently presented new preliminary results(8)charm meson
semileptonic decays. At Illinois, our emphasis has been on the decay D+
-_ (K'n+)_+v and the determination of the branching ratio, and axial-vector form
factor ratios. A great deal of experimental and theoretical interest centers around
the determination of the K*2+v form factors. Our E687 collaborators have made

new measurements of the DO-_ K-_+v branching ratio.

E687 has made considerable progress in the study of charmed baryons. We+
recently presented preliminary results(s) on the observation of A c _ PK-n + &
,_,-K+_ + and Ec(2465) _ .=,-_+_+ & _2--K+n+.
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Experiments at e+e- Colliders

B. Eisenstein, G. Gladding, J. Thaler

Scientific and Professional Staff:

I. Abt, B. Downing, B. Eisenstein,
G. Gladding, M. Haney, I. Karliner, D. Lesny, W. Majid,

J. McGowan, V. Simaitis, G. Stewart, J. Thaler

TASK SUMMARY

This section describes our participation in three e+e - experiments, the
Mark III and SLD at SLAC and the proposed Tau-Charm factory in Seville. The
Mark III is nearly done; the last students will finish their Ph.D. theses in the
next year. The SLD is currently taking data to study the Z0 boson. The polarized
electron source has been installed. With it and the CCD vertex detector, we
should be able to make some asymmetry and B-meson measurements which are
inaccessible to LEP. The Tau-Charm factory is in the initial design phase. A
beam test of the Cesium Iodide calorimeter is planned for the summer of 1992.

PROJECT DESCRIPTIONS

A. Mark III:

The Mark III experiment took data at 4 center of mass energies: 3.1 GeV
(J/W), 3.7 GeV(W'), 3.77 GeV(W"), and 4.03 GeV. The last data run was completed
in 1989. We have three graduate students, Majid, McGowan, and Stewart, who
are currently writing theses using this data.

B. SLD:

The SLD experiment is designed to obtain data on Z0 production and decay
at the SLAC Linear Collider (SLC). The SLC will provide polarized electrons to
the SLD, making the sensitivity to some weak interaction effects greater than at
LEP even with a smaller data sample. Our superior vertex detector and smaller
beam pipe will also allow cleaner identification of B-mesons. Specific Illinois
contributions to the SLD have been the event trigger, the Fastbus plant and
monitor software, and the vertex detection software. An engineering run was
made in the summer of 1991; the first data run is currently in progress (April
1992).

(4.1)
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C. Tau-Charm Factory

The Tau-Charm Factory is a proposed e+e" storage ring, operating in the 3 -
4.5 GeV region with a design luminosity of 1033 cm.2sec "1. The physics which can
be done with such a machine promises to be quite rich and was initially
documented in the Proceedings of the Tau-Charm Factory Workshop (SLAC-
Report-343) held at SLAC in May, 1989. The ability to run near the threshold for
_+_" production and at charm resonances (J/W, _") with 1000 times the luminosity
of SPEAR are the crucial features which will produce unique physics possibilities
at the Tau-Charm Factory.

Goals and Major Results to Date

A. Mark III:

The Mark III experiment has been quite successful. The current
publication count stands at 24 Phys. Rev. Letters, 11 Phys. Rev. D articles, and 5
Phys. Letters. Seven University of Illinois graduate students have received th,';ir
Ph.D.'s for work on this experiment. Our final three students on this experiment
should be finishing their theses during 1993.

McGowan's thesis topic is the electromagnetic form factor of the p+ meson.
Meson form factors are a central topic in QCD, and a measurement at My will
test the calculations. This result will appear in mid-1992.

Majid's thesis topic is a search for non-charm decays of the W". The
existence of such decay modes has been suggested to explain some discrepancies
between the W" production cross-section and the measured D decay branching
ratios. This work will be finished in 1993.

Stewart has begun a study of our sensitivity to CP violation in the W" data.
Differences between partial decay rates for particle and antiparticle states
represent a model-independent test of CP violation. The asymmetry in rates
between D and D decays to the CP=+1 state K+K" has been measured to be 0.20+0.15
by E691 at FNAL. We hope to make a more sensitive meaurement using this and
other final states.

..

B. SLD:

We are currently taking data jn a run which is scheduled to last until
August, 1992. At the present time (April 1992), we have accumulated
approximately 1000 hadronic Z0 decay_. The polarized electron source has been
recently installed. Polarized beams have been transported to the intersection
point, but no data with collisions have been taken as of yet. If all continues well,
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we should accumulate several thousand events with polarized beams which

should result in an interesting first measurement of A_,R.'

All of the Illinois hardware contributions to the SLD are complete. _ These
include the trigger, LAC online software, data acquisition software, online
controls and monitors, and Fastbus system. Details of this work were given in
last year's proposal.

The secondary vertex reconstruction software is Complete. Details of this
work were given in last year's proposal. Current analysis work is focussed on
improving the linking of vertex detector measurements with found drift chamber
tracks and the development of the final track fitting procedure. This work should
be completed within the next month at which time our efforts will be directed
toward understanding the new data. The analysis focus of the Illinois group will
be B meson production and decay. In particular, we will concentrate initially on
those topics which can be addressed with a few thousand hadronic Z events, e.g.
lifetime measurements, the bb and cc partial widths of the Z, and the

asymmetries (AFB, ALR) for the b and c quarks.

C. Tau-Charm Factory:

The physics expectations for the proposed Tau-Charm Factory were
detailed in last year's proposal. This past year, discussions between CERN and
Spain have intensified. The project was discussed and endorsed at the March
1992 meeting of the Scientific Policy Committee of CERN. We understand that
only questions of organization remain. A further discussion is scheduled for the
June 26, 1992 CERN Council meeting. The Spanish government has asked for a
formal decision in June, 1992.

The work in the United States this past year has been directed to two main
efforts' (1) research and development relating to the proposed CsI calorimeter,
and (2) development of Monte Carlo tools needed for detector design decisions.
Studies are continuing on all aspects of the calorimeter, e.g. the mechanical
supports, the wave-shifters, the photo-diodes, and the front-end electronics.
These preliminary studies will culminate in a beam test using 48 CsI crystals
presently scheduled for a run in August 1992 at TRIUMF. The Monte Carlo has
been developed so that a variety of physics generators (both _ and charm
production and decay) have been implemented in a GEANT environment with an
interface which allows detector modifications to be made easily. Issues which
are currently being studied include (1) the effects of different proposed structures
for the central drift chamber on the track resolution and (2) the effect of' a smaller
drift chamber (to reduce the cost of the CsI) on the physics capabilities of the
detector.
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D. Coffman, J. S. Brown, B. I. Eisenstein, T. Freese, G. E. Gladding, J. M. Izen,
C. Simopoulos, I, E. Stockdale, B. Tripsas et al. Measurement of the inclusive
decay properties of charmed mesons. Phys. Lett. B 263, 135-140 (1991).
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Studies of CP and CPT in the Neutral K System

George Gollin

Scientific and Professional Staff.'
E. M. Collins, G. D. Gollin, M. Sendelbach, M. Palmer

OVERVIEW

This group performs CP and CPT studies in the K meson system at
Fermilab using a twin beam spectrometer with active regenerators. Novel
features of the detector include excellent veto coverage to reduce backgrounds
from KL _ 3n 0 decays, an 804-block lead glass array, and a high-rate, high-
precision tracking chamber system. We have been searching for signs of a direct
CP-violating amplitude in K _ nn decays in Experiment 731's data. We are

performing a CPT test through a measurement of Arg(Tloo) - Arg(Tl+_) using
Experiment 773 s data, and are searching for the decays KL -_ n0 e+e" and KL
n0 _t+_- in Experiment 799's data. We are involved in design studies for a new
direct CP experiment at the Fermilab Tevatron (E832) which will evolve into a
high rate CP and rare decay search at the proposed Fermilab Main Injector.

SEARCH FOR DIRECT CP VIOLATION BY EXPERI:,_ENT 731

(G. Blair, G. Gollin, G. Grazer, M. Karlsson, and J. Okamitsu, and in
collaboration with physicists from the University of Chicago, Elmhurst College,
Fermilab, and CEN Saclay)

Analysis of Fermilab E731's 1987-1988 data sample is nearing completion.
We have published a number of results based on the full data set. The physics
issues addressed to date by E731 publications include the following:

a) Determination of Re(e'/e) in K _ nn decays. If the Standard Model's
description of the electroweak interaction is correct, there should be a small
amplitude for CP violation which makes possible the decay K 2 --> n,_. Re(e'/a)
depends on the top quark mass but is expected to be less than .001. NA31 at CERN
has reported that Re(e'/e) = .0022 ± .0007; a value this large is difficult to reconcile
with Standard Model calculations. We do not confirm the NA31 result. Based on
our full data set, we conclude that Re(e'/e)= .00060 ± .00058 + .00018. We will
submit this result for publication in late 1992.

b) Measurement of Arg(Tloo)- Arg(Tl+_) with E731's data. The phase
difference between TIooand Tl+_ should be smaller than one degree if CPT is
conserved in the K meson system. The earlier value for Arg(Tloo) - Arg(Tl+_),
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(12 ± 6) o, came from an experiment performed more than 14 years ago, We have
obtained a new measurement of the phase difference from the E731 data; our
result is (-0.6 ± 1.4 ± 0.8) 0 from our full data set. The new result is consistent with
CPT invariance and formed the basis of M. Karlsson's PhD thesis, The

measurement is analysis-intensive and will probably be systematics limited once
the full data sample has been processed. We will measure the phase difference
with a new method in E773 (described below); the new technique minimizes
ser_sitivity to such systematic perils as acceptanre corrections and ignorance of
the value of Re(e'/e).

c) New limit on the branching ratio for KL _ _0 e+e -. The decay process KL
_._ n0 e+e - is expected to contain a sizeable CP violating amplitude. As a
Jyproduct of our e' data, we have been able to obtain the limit BR( KL _ n0 e+e- ) <
7.5 x 10 a (90% confidence level) based on 100% of the E731 data set. The Standard
Model _xpectation is that the branching ratio shouldbe roughly 5 x 10 "12.

d) A measurement of the branching ratio for K L _ n0_/. To determine the
CP-conservi'ng contribution to the process KL _ u0 e+e -, it is necessary to measure
the rate for the decay K L _ _0_/. The theory expectation is that the now branching
ratio should be about 7 x 10-7; measurement from the full E731 data set is (]..86 +
0.60 ± 0.65) x 10-6.

I
e) Simultaneous measurement of Ks and KL decays into unT. We have

measured the relative rates and form factors for the decays K s-_ uu? and KL -_
_,u_,.

_/ f) A measurement of the quadratic slope parameter in the KL --> 3_ 0 deca_(
D_litz plot. We have measured the quadratic slope parameter in the K L-_ 3u u
(_eca:¢Dalitz plot to be -(3.3 ± 1.1 ± 0.7) x 10 -3. This is the first measurement of this
Parameter; its value can be used to constrain chiral perturbatin theory

calculations.

g) A limit cn the decay KL --) n0vv. The decay K L --_ u0vv is almost entirely
d_le to a decay amplitude which directly violates CP conservation. No previous
lira.its on the decay rate have been reported. Our limit is B(K L -_ u0vv) < 2.2 x 10 -4.
(90% CL). The expected Standard model rate is quite small, below 10-11.

We will set limits on (or observe) a number of other rare K decay modes.
This group's responsibilities in E731 have included the photon veto system and
most of the scintillator banks, in addition to analysis work, The E731 data have
been very rich in physics.
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AN IMPROVED MEASUREMENT OF ARG(Ho0)- ARG(H+_)
BY EXPERIMENT 773

(E. Collins, G. Gollin, W. Hogan in collaboration with physicists from the
University of Chicago, Elmhurst College, Fermilab, and Rutgers University)

Systematic and statistical uncertainties limit the precision of an E731-style
experiment which measures the TIoo,1]+-phase difference to be about 1.5 degrees
at best. The chief sources of systematic error involve the necessity of
understanding the differences in detector response for K L and K s decays, which
exhibit different decay z distributions. Resolution effects, coupled with the steeply
falling z spectra, make it difficult to extract sufficient information from the
experimental distributions to determine the phases accurately. In addition,
ignorance of the value of e' couples directly into the extracted value of the phase
difference. Most of these problems are avoided by E773. The E773 detector used a
pair of Ks beams created by regenerators spaced along the beam direction by 12
meters. By tuning the relative thicknesses and separations of the regenerators, it
was possible to produce decay spectra which were nearly identical inside the
fiducial decay volume for both beams. The E773 spectrometer was based on the
E731 detector with modifications and new hardware as appropriate. To reduce
possible backgrounds from inelastic and diffractive Ks production, we replaced
the boron carbide E731 regenerator with finely segmented, _olid scintillator
regenerators. The regenerators switched beams after every machine spill.

University of Illinois contributions to E773 included phototubes, bases, and
moving machines for the regenerators, controlling electronics for the movers,
and additional lead/lucite photon antis. The new photon antis were built at
Illinois and installed in the vacuum region between the two regenerators to veto
possible background events from K L _ 3_ 0 decays. George Gollin is the
spokesman for the experiment. A diagram of E773 appears in the following
figure:
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Figure 1. E773: _)+_ '- %0 (elevation view)
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E773 wrote 450 million triggers to tape during the first half of Fermilab's
1991 fixed target run. We are presently analyzing the run's data; we estimate
E773's ultimate statistical error to be about 0.4o; the systematic uncertainty should
be less than 0.2 ° . All of the data have been run through the first pass analysis.
Monte Carlo development and the generation of accurate calibration constants for'
the lead glass and drift chamberts is in progress. The following figure shows
mass plots for candidate n+n" and u0_0 events from both beams. The figure
represents a small fraction of the run's data.
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PRELIMINARYnn"mass plots from some E775 data
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A SEARCH FOR THE DECAYS KL -4 II 0 E+E-
AND KL -4 1-I0 _t+_t- BY EXPERIMENT 799

(E. Collins, G. Gollin, W. Hogan in collaboration with physicists from the
University of Chicago, Elmhurst College, Fermilab, Rutgers University, and
U.C.L.A.)

There have been a number of interesting developments in high energy
physics in the last two years. CDF sees no evidence for a top quark with mass
below 90 GeV. The nonzero value of eve reported by CERN has not been confirmed
by our data from E?31. SLAC and LEP experiments report that there are only
three generations. These new results place tight constraints on the Standard
Model and cast some doubt on its ability to describe completely the electro-weak
interaction. ConsequeLAy, it is important to study other rare processes to check
the level of agreement between experiment and theory. In particular, a search for
the (unobserved) decays K L --->n0e+e- and KL --->_;o_t+_t" is appropriate at this
time. The decays are expected to occur with branching ratios of-5 x 10"12 and
-1.3 x 10 "12 respectively. It is expected that the dominant amplitude contributing
to both decay modes is CP violating. A determination of the decay rates serves as a
test of the Standard Model. Some extensions to the Model (such as the existence of

a non-standard Higgs sector) could produce an unusual ratio between the muonic
and electronic branching ratios.

E799 has been approved to search for the decays K L -_ _°e+e" and KL -->
u0g+lz- in two runs, the first was completed in 1992. The systematic uncertainties
associated with a n0_t+_- search are very different from those of a n0e+e - search:
backgrounds from the copious decay KL -_ _%+_" with one or both pions decaying
to gv must be eliminated. In its first run, a transition radiation detector and fine-
grained dimuon trigger hodoscope were added to the E773 spectrometer to
perform the n°e+e', _0g+g- search. Exr_ected sensitivity for _°e+e" and _op+_-
decays is approximately 3x10 -1° from the first run and 10 "11 from the second.
Analysis of the ruffs data is now in progress.

DEVELOPMENT WORK FOR TRIGGER PROCESSING FOR A HIGH
SENSITIVITY SEARCH FOR DIRECT CP VIOLATION AT THE

TEVATRON IN EXPERIMENTS 799II AND 832

(E. Collins, G. Gollin, M. Palmer, and M. Sendelbach)

Given the strength of our electronics development group, it is natural to
design and build part of the trigger system for the new experiments here. We
have been investigating the possibility of using Xilinx XC3000 field programmable
gate array logic cells to build a processor which will count the number of
"clusters" striking the gamma detector array in E799II/E832. The conceptual

....... (5.6) .....



design of the system's architecture is nearly complete; tile circuit diagrams for
part of the processor are being developed.

The E799/E832 hardware cluster finder will count the number of contiguous
depositions of energy, or clusters, in the experiment's CsI array. This
information will be made available to the Level 2 trigger less than 2 lasec after the
Level 1 trigger is generated. In addition, the HCF will provide the ADC system
with a list of channels whose digitization is to be included in the ._xperiment's
data stream. We will discuss the following:

a. Clustering algorithm and Monte Carlo simulation of its effectiveness
b. Xilinx XC3000 logic cell arrays and hardware implementation of the

clustering algorithm
c. Sparsification scheme
d. HCF II system architecture; communication with energy summing

boards and ADC's

a. Clustering algorithm and Monte Carlo simulation of its effectiveness

We will define a cluster as a set of contiguous CsI crystals which produce
signals above a certain threshold. The following are examples of single clusters:

Ii! I I I 1 / ! /""! I I I I
I I_Wl I ! I I i mi I I I
I l_i_i_l I I I I_l_i_l I I
I I I I_1_1I I_ I_1 I I_! I_:_1

I ! i I I I i _ I_i I I I I_1I I I I I I I _ I_I_I_NF_i_I

Figure 3: single clusters

Depending on details of the shapes of showers, we might want to consider
illuminated crystals which only touch corners (corner fusions) to be contiguous:

_ ! ! _,_! I I
1 or 2 1 or 8 1 or4

Figure 4: corner fusion clusters

The definition of a cluster as a set of contiguous crystals above threshold
suggests one algorithm fbr counting clusters which begins by linking together all

-i (5.7)
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lit crystals which share edges (or corners). This linking process might require
several iterations to fuse blocks in a cluster like that shown in Figure 5:

tltlltllltllttt
_l_l_l_J_l_l_i_i I I I t t i I

l ll l ll iitJ I
ii i i I_! I I i ii I_l_l I II i i i NI I i I I ! I_l_i i I

l I I'III I I II I I II I l I

Figure 5' complicated "glue'em" cluster
4

For convenience, we!ll refer to this as the "glue 'em" algorithm. An
advantage of the "glue 'em" algorithm is that clusters 'vith holes can be
recognized and counted properly.

Another possible algorithm involves counting the number of convex and
concave segments encountered traveling around the perimeter of a cluster, as in
Figure 6.

+1
f'_-]

1

--Start

+1 __ _ here' +l = convex, -l =

"+1.1M.__]+1 concaveFig. 6: counting concave and convex
segments

There are five convex and four concave segments; the difference in the
number of convex and concave segments found in the entire CsI array equals the
number of clusters. This sort of algorithm can be implemented with logic cell
array chips that scan 6-crystal sections of the array. The algorithm runs quickly,
but cannot count clusters with holes.

A third algorithm makes use of the fact that a complete clockwise circuit
around the perimeter of a cluster includes four more right turns than left turns,
as illustrated below.



LNNNN
__4J FignTs: counting right and ldt

The difference in the number of right and left turns found in the entire CsI
array equals four times the number of clusters. This algorithm can be
implemented with logic cell arrays scanning 4-crystal sections of the CsI; the
HCF will use this algorithm to count clusters. Hardware implementation of the
algorithm will be discussed in the next section. One concern to be addressed is
the fact that clusters with holes are not recognized by this algorithm either, as
can be seen in the following figure.

__ 4 right turns, 4 leftturns
. . ..... .;;

holeFig'8: a cluster with a

We have done Monte Carlo studies of the relative effectiveness of' the "glue
'em"and HCF algorithms in counting clusters in the E799/E832 photon
calorimeter. The Monte Carlo simulation assumed the following geometry'

Table 1' Monte Carlo geometry

Detector element ]z position comments

Target 10 point target at 0,0

i

Decay volume / 140m < z < 180m
CsI array 202m 2rn x 2m; two holes;

5cre x 5cre block size

\O.JJ
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The neutral beams were produced at 5 milliradians by an 800 GeV primary
proton beam, K mesons were generated using the rMalensek energy spectrum
(FNAL report FN-341, Oct. 1981), with an additional factor of 1/E included to
account for the KL decay probability. The beams diverged from the target, and
were 10cm x 10cm wide at the calorimeter, with 10cm spacing between inner
edges, Each beam hole was a square 15cm on a side, as shown in Figure 9 below.

15 cm I I 10 cm

15 cm 10 cm

Fig. 9: hole geometry in Monte
Carlo

Kaon decays were generated flat in z inside the decay volume. The energy
spectra of decaying kaons and produced photons are shown in Figure 10.

Generated K and photon energy spectra

tr_lm 1000<3 40000
I Mgon 63.1)0 Mean t5,a_

R_S g7,32 Rk*S t5,33

1C 3

1C 2 |__

1 0 2

10 _ 1 , ,*1_, *,!,, ,, I .... I,i i i
0 40 150 120 160 0 20 40 (50 80 1 O0

K ENERGY FOR DECAYING KAONS GAMMA ENERG_f

Figure 10: K meson and photon energy spectra
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Of 10,000 generated Monte Carlo decays, 3301 had all four photons strildng the CsI
array. The energy and z spectra for these 3301 events are shown in Figure 11.

J

E urld z upeot, ra for _v_nLI with 4 garnmam In Cml

I I'° '°'• 330_ Cnt¢lell 330t
e3,B 1 Mean 18O,e

I RMII , _,,_?, ,, 10 2 -- l_Me_ ll,la

JnFl,,_h RI_,I,,j_,_U_,,"L'"_II/Lq
'°'? 1%

ldl_ 10 -

- t1 1

_J__i__L.L,L L-J__L- LL-L--IJ--.L._-- 1-- J.-,_L._L--L .... t.___/___1--._L-_L__I. _..1._..L-._A---
O 40 L_O 120 i eL} 120 140 160 I HO

K ENERGY GOOD EVENT Z VERTEX GOC:)D EVENT

Figure 11: Accepted K meson energy and decay position spectra

Photon clusters were generated assuming that the energy per unit area is
described by the function

E(r,0) = A e-r/b + C e-'(r/d)2

where A, b, C, and d are adjustable constants, and r is the distance from the
photon's impact point. Values of the parameters are shown in Table 2. (A and C
are rescaled to conserve energy.)

Table 2: Monte Carlo cluster shape parameters.

A b C d

"normal" 1 3 cm 1 3 cm
,,,

"fat". 1 6 cm 1 6 cre.

Energies deposited in cells on a 5 mm x 5 mm grid were summed and
assigned to the appropriate CsI crystals in the array. To model gain imbalances

(5,11)
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and noise, the total energy in each crystal was jittered randomly on an event-by-
event basis by as much as ±5%. The cluster finder received a nmp of' the
calorimeter with bits set for blocks with apparent signals greater than 500 MeV,

The number of clusters found by the "glue 'em" algorithm is almost always
the same as the number found b:t the HCF algorithm, whether or not corner
fusions take place, With "normal" clusters (b, d = 3 cm), most photons are
resolved into individual clusters by the "glue 'em" algorithm as shown in the
following table,

Table 3: clusters vs, photons

photons in the CsI array

"glue 'em" clusters 0 1 2 3 4

(3cm)
, , ,........

4 2201
, , ,,,,

3 3450 896
J

2 1834 809 182
' i ,,,,, t , ,

1 331 193 61 22
....

0 8 10 3 0 0
, ,,

The HCF algorithm usually agrees with the "glue 'em" algorithm:

Table 4: HCF vs "_lue 'em" clusters , ......

"glue 'eta" clusters

HCF clusters (3cm) 0 1 2 3 4

4 2201

3 4346 0
,, , ,,,, ,,,,

2 2821 0 0
, ,,,,,,

1 602 4 0 0
...... ,, , ,

0 21 5 0 0 0,
....

Ali events with disagreement between the two algorithms had several
photons fusing near a beam hole. Even when "fat" clusters are generated, the
agreement between the HCF and "glue 'eta" algorithms is very good, as shown in
Tables 5 and 6.

(5.1.2)
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Table 5: clusters vs, photons

photons in CsI array

"glue 'em" clusters 0 1 2 3 4

(6cm)
, , J, ,,

4 939
, .| ii , ii ,, i

3 1855 1357
,, , ,., , ,,.

2 1277 2027 821
-, , ,,, i, ,, ...-..

1 279 665 425 184
,,, , i

0 8 62 88 13 0
,

Table 6: HCF vs. "$1ue 'e,n'.,clus!,ers

"glue 'em" clusters

HCF clusters (6cm) 0 1 2 3 4
,,, ,,,, ,. • , , . _,. ,,.,,...

4 939
, i. , ,, ,

3 3205 0
,, , ,,. ,,.,.,, , ,. , ,...., ..,,,

2 4047 7 0
, ,, , ,,,,,

1 1429 78 0 0
,,

0 171 124 0 0 0,
............

The number of blocks per cluster is a function of the cluster size
parameters, b and d, as shown in Figure 12,

(5,13)
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Figure 12: blocks per cluster with two different sets of shape parameters

In conclusion, the HCF algorithm almost always agrees with the "glue
f'eta" algorithm when applied to 2_ 0 decays, and should work well as part o the

level 2 trigger.

b. Xilinx XC3000 logic cell arrays and hardware
implementation of the clustering algorithm

We will base the architecture of the HCF II around Xilinx CMOS XC3000
family logic cell arrays. Each XC3042 chip contains 96 I/O Blocks and 144
Configurable Logic Blocks (CLB's) in a 132-pin package, Nearly arbitrary
interconnections between the chip's input/output pins and CLB's can be
established by the I/O Blocks. In addition, interconnect resources on the chip
allow complicated logic structures to be built from many CLB's. A schematic
diagram of part of an XC3042 and a simplified diagram of a configurable logic
block are shown in Figures 13 and 14.

i
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Figure 14: CLB

Note that eacta CLB contains an arbitrary %notion generator which
produces two output bits tbr patterns of live input bits,

The cluster countang algomthna can be implemented by calculating a
"pattern weight" for overlapping groups of four blocks by presenting a raster scan
of the CsI array to the HCF, as indicated in Figure 1.5,

(5,1.5)
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Figure 15: cluster counting algorithm

The pattern weights associated with various combinations of "lit" and
"unlit" blocks are indicated in Table 7.

(5.16)
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Table 7: pattern weights

9attern of struck blocks pattern weight

E] 0
i

_ _] _ 1 (one right turn inside the cell)

0
_ -2 to fuse clusters which touch

corners

(two left turns inside the cell)

+2 to separate clusters which touch
corners

(two right turns inside the cell)

_ _ _ -1 (one left turn inside the cell)

i 0
Because there are four possible pattern weights, the combinatorial function

generator of a single CLB can generate the desired value. After each row is
processed, the values are summed and the result is added to the sum from
previous rows. By the time data from the entire CsI array is processed, the
accumulated sum of pattern weights will equal four times the number of clusters.
Two XC3042 chips can process an entire CsI row's worth of data simultaneously.
Since the CsI information will be presented in a rastor scan, a pair of chips could
process the entire CsI array's data in 40 cycles. The HCF algorithm lends itself
well to parallel generation of pattern weights, and we plan to build the processor
so that it takes about 11 cycles to complete its task. Based on documentation from
Xilinx, we estimate that one cycle will require 60nsec. Tests, to be conducted in
the near future, will give us a more accurate picture of' the XC3042's
performance.

c. Sparsification scheme

The HCF will provide the ADC system with a bitmap indicating which CsI
channels' digitizations are to be included in the experiinent's data stream.
Additional Xilinx chips will be used to set bits for one or two rings around blocks
which are above threshold, as indicated in the figure below. All blocks in the rings
or above threshold will be read out, as indicated in Figure 16.

I
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Figure 16: sparsification via construction of perimeter rings

The algorithm for building a ring is best described graphically, as shown in
Figure 17.
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Figure 17: ring construction algorithm

As with the cluster counting algorithm, sparsification calculations can be
done in parallel for different sections of the CsI array; construction of two rings
around clusters will take about 14 cycles, each of 60nsec duration.

d. HCF II system architecture; communication with

energy summing boards and ADC's

The HCF will consist of a router board, four processor boards, and an
inverse router board. The router board will receive the bitmap of CsI blocks above

I (5.19)
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threshold and send parts of this bitmap to the processor boards. The processor
boards will generate pattern sums for the cluster counting algorithm and
sparsification bitmaps. The inverse router board will recombine the
sparsification bitmaps from the processors and send the readout bitmap to the
ADC system. A diagram of the HCF stystem's architecture follows, in Figure 18.

40-bit-wide data from previous
an_ control signals .bcr_

. to/fromt HCF board cluster processor board
Rcmter board

# I gate arraychips

datafrom I lD /
"Bits for HCF" I I--_ _ J sparsifi-J

__ cloc A1VII ,1

..... _ ICOn ol I
l: reaaout clock tOfastbus for
2: data all done
3: HCF ready for data diagnostics to fastbus for

diagnostics and
pattern data outp

160-bit-wide merge
sparsification sparsification
dale to ADC data

1 li
1: readout clock ' II clock/2: data all done 2...-II

3: ADC ready for data 3__ controller

Figure 18: HCF II architecture Inverse router board

Communication between the HCF, the ADC's, and the summing circuits
which produce the bitmap of blocks above threshold is shown in Figure 19.
Signals are passed to the HCF on ribbon cables, carrying 160 bits per clock cycle.
All data and control signals are differential ECL.
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i

CsI bitmap '_ i

160 bits,
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50nsec/cycle

sparsification scheme

HCF _ CsI bitmap data
Fastbus and _ diagnostic data

"- front panel: _ prescale factors
v readout clock signals _ number of clusters

data ali done _ trigger mask
1" .,_..-m select configuration

HCF is ready for data _ abort/reset

Figure 19: HCF- ADC communication

A timing diagram for some of the signals exchanged between the various
section of the clustering and ADC systems is shown in Figure 20. It will take 600
nsec for the complete CsI bitmap to be delivered to the HCF; cluster counting can
take place while data is being received. It is likely that the cluster counting and
sparsification will be finished lgsec after data begins to arrive at the HCF. It
seems almost certain that no more than 2gsec will be needed to count clusters.
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HCF - "Bits for HCF" signal timing

HCF ts ready for data 1---]0 _ffCh L

bitmap from "Bits 0 J'_

lhr HCF" (four cables, "-] _ [ dvB"each 40 bim wide) 1

Z-'' 20 MHz readout clock 0 -lIlIlfl/lflNIN
•_1-------- 500 nsee

data ali done 0

I
, ._._ , ._. _,._. _. _, _. .,,,_,.

HCF- ADC signal timing

20 MHz readout clock 0 _1_ n [-.] [--1 n i--[ pi r.-1n [-] p.-.
1 OUOOOUOUOU

data ali done 0 L
1

ADC ready for 0

bitmap data 1 q ,_,_¢ m--

Figure 20: HCF system timing
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OVERVIEW

HiRes is a detector located at Dugway Proving Grounds approximately 100
miles from Salt Lake City, Utah. It is being built by a collaboration consisting of
Adelaide University, Columbia University , and the University of Utah. When
completed, it will detect cosmic ray showers with improved resolution, an order of
magnitude above current experiments. The experiment will offer a unique blend of
astrophysics and particle physics. The higher energies attainable with this detector
will allow us to address the question of galactic or extra-galactic origin of these
particles and to measure the energy spectrum at energies for which theorists have
predicted deviations from the power law exhibited at lower energies. The detector
will also measure showers significantly higher than any energy attainable by
terrestrial accelerators and we will search for deviations in shower development
that were not seen at lower energies.

ACCOMPLISHMENTS IN FY1992

The University of Illinois participation in the construction of the prototype
was severely limited by the funding available. While we had anticipated
participating in a major way in the design of the electronics for the prototype, this
had to be abandoned due to a lack of personnel. We have provided advice for the
ordering of the electronic components for the Utah design of the basic electronics.
We also have not been able to participate in the system design for the entire
experiment. Both of these aspects would benefit from the experience of the Illinois
group, but more funding is needed.

We have participated in the development of the on-line data acquisition and
the on-line display. These programs have been used for the initial test of the
prototype utilizing laser shots and have been quite successful. This work will
continue.

It is obvious that a lot of the analysis that will be done for this experiment
can be done utilizing the software packages available at Fermilab and CERN. We
have begun to analyze the cosmic ray events utilizing the programs available from
CERNLIB, for example, and we will introduce the rest of the cosmic ray group to
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some of the techniques which are currently being used in the high energy physics
program.

The most successful thing that we have proposed is to replace the existing
buildings that house the mirror enclosures and the electronics with modified grain
bins. The first modified bin has been assembled in Urbana and is now in the
process of being shipped to Utah to be assembled on site. The modified bin will
have an opening aperture that allows one design for all mirrors. Since it is still in
the design stage, it is difficult to give a final number for a bin that has all the
features necessary to protect the experimental apparatus, but some estimates
indicate that the bins could be as much as $750K cheaper than the current design.
A second bin will be assembled at Urbana to work out some of the bugs we
discovered during the initial construction, but it is then anticipated that we will
have a final design.

It is obvious that there is a great need for the utilization of the engineering
experience in electronics and in systems design that the Illinois group has acquired
by participating in accelerator physics experiments at all of the various national
laboratories. The present level of funding for this task prohibits the utilization of
this experience. This is unfortunate.

FUTURE ACCOMPLISHMENTS.

DOE has indicated that the funding for this task will terminate at the end of'
October, 1992. We are in the process of preparing a proposal to DOE for funding.
If this proposal is not approved, there will be no further participation by the Illinois
group in this experiment.
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Computational Facilities (Task Group F)

Jerald J, Wray

Scientific and Professional Staff:
Jerald J. Wray, David D. Lesny

' OVERVIEW

Descriptions of the duties of Task Group F, the computer subgroup, the
types of work we expect to be carried out on the High Energy Physics Group's
computer facility and the plan guiding the direction of the facility's development
were provided in the June 1991 proposal, They' are summarized in the fbllowing
two sections.

COMPUTER SUBGROUP SERVICES

Members of the computer subgroup operate and maintain the computer
and network systems which support the High Energy Physics Group's (HEPG)
research efforts. Part of their duties include helping other group members use the
systems effectively. The subgroup members

-- provide general system consulting,
-- write and maintain "system level" routines,
-- identify and evaluate potentially useful software packages,
-- help users with special packages, as needed,
-- arrange for appropriate hardware and software maintenance,
-- install new releases of software,
-- install software and set up the VAX Cluster machines to act

as servers to other computers on the network,
-- monitor system and network performance and initiate

corrective actions when there are problems,
-- coordinate with other groups as appropriate,
-- reconfigure hardware on individual machines or the whole

VAX cluster as needed.

i

They also do the long range planning for the computer facility after
consulting with other group members, and they prepare budgets for standard
operation and maintenance, as well as for system upgrades. They have no other
duties at tbe University which require large blocks of time.

THE GENERAL SYSTEM CONCEPT

Most experiments the Group's physicists are involved in take so much data
that the primary data reduction must be done on larger systems maintained for



that purpose, usually at the national labs where the experiment was run, The
uses of Group computer system in Urbana are expected to be mainly program
development, some design work, equipment testing, limited data reduction work
(mostly for test purposes), and extensive Monte Carlo simulations, and physics
analysis,

The Group facility is planned so it 1) can be expanded incrementally when
needed, 2) is flexible, allowing a machine to be removed for lab work or returned
for gelmral use without causing major problems, 3) can be utilized with a
minimum of information about the exact configuration, and 4) can be managed
reasonably straightforwardly,

PROGRESS TO DATE IN 1992

In recent months the Computer subgroup has accomplished important
parts of the upgrades which had been proposed, enhancing the productivity of'
the physicists using the system, Toward the end of the 1991 contract year we
ordered a DECStation 5000/240, the RISC machine which was part of' the special
computer facility upgrade that was undertaken in 1991, We were also able to add
several gigabytes of needed disk storage and four 5G15 Exabyte tape drives at that
time. This equipment has been installed since the beginning of the year.

We have installed additional Ethernet based X-windows type terminals,
reducing the number of RS232 terminal lines needed. This and the return of a
terminal server which had been in use at an experiment at Fermilab allowed us
to replace our obsolete Gandalf port selector with faster servers, equipment for
which we can reliably get spare parts, There are no free ports on the te:minal
servers so an additional server may be needed in the future.

Two Cluster VS3500s will be moved to laboratory test stands in the very near
future - one replacing a MicroVAX II whose slowness was becoming a problem
and the other as part of establishing a laboratory setup for a new faculty member.
Two VS4000 Model 60s will replace them in the VAX Cluster. The VS3500s will
continue to be available to cluster users when they are not in use as test stand
controllers.

The faculty member whose laboratory will be using the VS3500 needed a
relatively fast machine with a Q-bus -- requirements met by the VS3500. She is
providing a VS4000/60 as a replacement for the HEPG cldster using funds from
her new faculty start up monies. This has allowed us to add significantly to the
power of the cluster and at the same time address some laboratory needs. These
are examples of the flexibility and expandability of the cluster system.

Adding the above equipment has made it significantly easier to do physics /
analysis on this system. The additional disk space allowed one group to skim '



selected events from several hundred data tapes (containing approximately 500
GBytos of data) in about a two week period, processing which would have taken at
least two months without the disks, The space also allows groups to have much
larger data samples available for multiple analysis passes, improving the
timeliness and quality of the physics analysis,

Physicists have found that terminals with multi-windowing capabilities
and reasonable graphics are valuable in their work. Complex combinations of
tasks are frequently much more easily handled by having multiple windows, and
the developing standards are making ,_.teasier to have active sessions on multiple
machines, all controlled from one terminal,

The VS4000/60s, which are rated at approximately 12 SPEC marks, will
provide higher capacity processors, Although our client/server software allows all
the cluster machines to participate in processing of large data sets, it does require
some effort to use effectively. There are some processing tasks which are not
large enough to make using multiple processors practical but which require
enough cpu time to make running on a faster processor highly desirable. Both
types of jobs will benefit from these additions,

Since the first of the year we have installed new versions of of the operating
systems for both the VMS and Ultrix machines, The new version of VMS supports
version one of the Digital Equipment Corporation implementation of the Posix
standard, an important step in making programs truly portable between different
platforms. Other vendors have also announced that they will be supporting the
Posix standard.) The new version of Ultrix makes it possible to use the newest
DEC RISC platform and also improves other services on those machines. A move
to an OSF/1 based operating system for these machines is expected in the future,
and this should eventually lead to improved interoperability of many programs.

We have also installed software which allows the VAX Cluster to act as a
file and print server for the Macintoshes used by some faculty members. This
allows them to use the VAX laser printers and also provides larger disk spaces
than most personal computers have, Using this network we provide them with
the full file backup service of the Cluster.

There are certain classes of problems for which the RISC machines work
quite well, and they are used extensively for them. Most users who do use them
find that the ideal mode of operation is to use VMS for interactive work and the
RISC machines running Ultrix for heavy data processing in a batch mode,
Management problems are still complex because different platforms and
operating systems require quite different knowledge and skills to make them
function smoothly. Software evolution is heading in directions which will
simplify these complex tasks, and we may see some significant progress in this
area during the year. Standards for Remote Procedure Calls and for other



distributed services will make sharing loads with a variety of machines much
easier,

During the remainder of thi_ grant year we anticipate that we will add
more disk storage, possibly expand the memory on some machines and install
more X-terminals, More cpu power may be needed, but if it does not cause undue
delays in the research of the group we will delay these acquisitions until the
capabilities of the new generations of RISC based machines are better known,
information which should be available by the end of the year,
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Electronics Support

Robert R. Downing

Scientific and Professional Staff:
M, Haney, V, Simaitis, B, Whitten, L, Peek, H, Scott

FY92 ACCOMPLISHMENTS

The primary task of the en_,dneering group is tile support of experiments
undertaken by other members of this contract. This support is in the design,
construction, and testing of electronics and associated hardware for specific
experiments,

The secondary task of this group is to acquire, develop, and employ general
purpose CAE "tools" which can be used to support current and future needs of the
researchers on this contract. This task, along with other SSC and related tasks,
will be developing methods for high level simulation of physics data acquisition
systems. We will be updating our old and acquiring new CAE tools on a regular
basis. Analog and mixed analog/digital simulation will become a larger part of
our efforts as higher speed technologies become viable. Analysis tools for
transmission lines, thermal, mechanical, etc. will have to be added to the design
software teel set.

We have obtained a programmer for PAL's, PLA's, FPGA's, etc. and CAE
software which interfaces to it. We can simulate and then directly transmit the
data to the programmer. Using FPGA's we can compact many chips of logic into
one saving board space and increasing reliability.

We will continue to supply our internally developed simulation tools to
others in the Physics community. FNAL, SLAC, Los Alamos, CERN/LEP and
TRIUMF are using these tools to simulate FASTBUS modules. We regularly
cooperate with standards groups and other general organizations which aid the
entire physics community.

We have finished the Muon system upgrade at CDF. This consists of the
Level 1 and the Level 2 trigger logic and associated electronics. We are beginning
the design of the new muon electronics for the main injector/CDF upgrade. The
higher luminosity will necessitate a different approach to the muon system. We
are using some of the CAE tools development for SSC experiments by this contract
and a TNRLC contract.
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A further upgrade to E773 at FNAL is being designed, We are using the
FPGA programming tools to develop a fast cluster finder, The hardware will be
built in FASTBUS,

We have started work on electronics for the Fly's Eye cosmic ray
experiment in Utah, We are consulting with LeCroy Electronics on a prototype
high voltage monitoring and distribution system. By the end of this budget period,
we will have finished a prototype design for a flash ADC beard which may replace
the current analog electronics. A final decision will be made after extensive field
tests, A prototype mirror "house" has been constructed at Illinois, This building
was tested and shipped to the Dugway site, A second house with some
refinements has been built and its design will be the basis for a large contract to
construct about 100 buildings in Utah,

We will also have to analyze the harsh environment impact on the
electronics, The desert is very different fronl the relatively benign environment
fbund in the typical high energy physics experiment, We are applying our large
experiment knowledge to the site and looking at all aspects of the design and
operation of the electronics. This has g'_ne somewhat slowly due to a lack of'
funds,
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